Abstract The method of estimating coverage ellipses on epicenters is now often modified to try and allow for possible epicenter bias. Usually this is done by replacing the a priori variance of the measurement error used to calculate such ellipses by an a priori variance that is the sum of two variances, one for measurement error and the other for travel-time error. This procedure cannot work; the only statistical quantity in epicenter estimation is measurement error. All that a coverage ellipse can specify (for a given level of probability) is the precision of the estimate: that is the area within which the estimated epicenters of a series of earthquakes or explosions will lie, for a given source region, station network, and size of measurement error. Correcting for the bias turns the ellipse into a measure of accuracy, rather than precision, with the orientation and area unchanged. The differences between precision and accuracy are illustrated here with the epicenters estimated by Myers and Schultz. The results obtained suggest that the precision of the biased epicenters and the effectiveness of the bias corrections derived by Myers and Schultz are better than claimed in their article.
It has been known since at least the 1960s that epicenters estimated from P times may be systematically biased because of lateral variations in wave speed in the earth. In the absence of knowledge of the bias, conventional coverage ellipses on the estimated epicentres will not cover the true epicenters with the specified probability. In recent years attempts have been made to modify the way the ellipses are estimated to try and allow for possible bias. Usually this is done by replacing the a priori variance of the measurement error used to calculate coverage ellipses by an a priori variance that is the sum of two variances, one for measurement error and the other for travel-time error. This procedure cannot work, as Myers and Schultz (2000) recognise. Further, as Pavlis (1986) points out, the only statistical quantity in epicenter estimation is measurement error. Consequently, in the presence of possible bias all that a coverage ellipse can specify (for a given level of probability) is the precision of the estimate: that is the area within which the estimated epicenters of a series of earthquakes or explosions will lie, for a given source region, station network, and size of measurement error. The ellipse measures how repeatable an epicenter estimate is. The ellipse will be centered on the location that would be obtained if measurement error is zero.
The coverage ellipse estimated on an individual epicenter will have the same area as the precision ellipse and will cover the biased position at the given probability level. Correcting for the bias turns the ellipse into a measure of accuracy, rather than precision, with the orientation and area unchanged. Here I illustrate these differences between precision and accuracy with the results of Myers and Schultz (2000) . Myers and Schultz (2000) estimate the epicenters of 13 earthquakes in the Racha area, Western Caucasus, using a network of six stations. Three of the earthquakes are recorded by all six stations, five by five stations, and the remainder by four. The stations lie in the distance range 6Њ to 22Њ. For these earthquakes the epicenters are well constrained by a local network and these epicenters are assumed here to be the true epicenters. When observed times are used (referred to here as analysis A), Myers and Schultz (2000) find that the estimates are systematically biased by about 42 km. The area of the coverage ellipses for 12 of the earthquakes are in the range 1287-4684 km 2 , for the remaining earthquake (number 8 in table 1 of Myers and Schultz, 2000) the area is 8816 km 2 . Earthquake 8 is mislocated relative to the true epicenter toward the north-northeast, whereas for the other 12 earthquakes the mislocation is to the west of north. Further, earthquake 8 has a coverage ellipse 1.9-6.9 times larger than those of the other earthquakes. This suggests that the error in the P times for earthquake 8 cannot table 1 of Myers and Schultz (2000) . The ellipse centered on earthquake 10 has an area of 1000 km 2 . be from the same population as the remaining 12. In what follows earthquake 8 is therefore not considered in the assessment of accuracy and bias.
Using travel-time corrections based on teleseismic locations of earthquakes in the Racha area, Myers and Schultz (2000) find that much of the systematic bias is removed. Two sets of corrections are used: one set derived by using only earthquakes with epicenters outside the Racha area (these corrections give on average a bias of 15 km, analysis B); the other set derived by using sources both inside and outside the Racha area (where the average bias is 13 km, analysis C). The estimated areas of the coverage ellipses for analysis C for the 12 earthquakes are in the range 738-1702 km 2 .
(The area for earthquake 8 is 5643 km 2 .) The areas are slightly larger for analysis B.
The epicenter errors for analysis A are shown in Figure  1a . Also shown is a 90% coverage ellipse calculated for the six-station network, assuming the variance of the measurement error is 1 s 2 and centered on a point 41 km from the origin. The area of the ellipse is 561 km 2 . There is a range of positions for which the ellipse encompasses the 12 epicenters (i.e., omitting earthquake 8). It is unlikely that the center of the ellipse is the true bias position (i.e., the position that would be obtained with zero reading error), but the true center cannot be far from that shown. The ellipse specifies the precision of the estimates: that is, the area in which any further seismic disturbance is expected to lie (at the 90% level) if detected under the same conditions as the 12 earthquakes used. Alternatively, the ellipse shows how accurately a source could be located once corrections have been applied for any bias.
The epicenter errors for analysis C are shown in Fig. 1c with the coverage ellipse offset from the origin by 5 km. The offset for analysis B (Fig. 1b) is 11 km. Again the ellipses are chosen to encompass the 12 earthquakes. Note that the precision of the estimates does not increase with the application of corrections, but the accuracy does.
Overall then, the results obtained suggest that the precision of the biased epicenters and the effectiveness of the corrections for bias derived by Myers and Schultz (2000) are better than claimed in their article. Here, we have used the coverage ellipse appropriate to the six-station network, but some of the earthquakes were recorded by only four or five stations of the network, which presumably increases the scatter in the estimates compared with what it would be had all earthquakes been recorded by the full network. Myers and Schultz (2000) argue that an advantage of the kriging procedure they use to estimate time corrections is that it allows sensible estimates to be made of the error in the corrections. The evidence is, however, that application of the method has resulted in error estimates that are too large. Thus it seems that for some of the earthquakes the ellipses after correction for travel-time bias are so large that they cover the epicenters without correction, which implies that statistically the corrections do not rule out the uncorrected epicenter as a possible location. Further, the combined variance of measurement and travel-time error used for the ellipses after correction seem to be more than 3 s 2 . Assuming then that the variance of the measurement error is 1 s 2 as suggested here, the variance of the travel-time error is more than 2 s 2 . The 95% confidence limits on the corrections must then have an absolute value of more than 2.5 s, which seems excessive.
One way of judging the success of applying any corrections is that some measure of variance decreases. Taking the area of the coverage ellipses of Myers and Schultz (2000) as such a measure, then in going from the "corrections with no Racha cal" (analysis B) to "corrections with Racha cal" (analysis C), the size of the ellipses reduces by only 3% to 25%, a negligible reduction. It is not clear how, if the estimated corrections did turn out to account for all the bias, their uncertainty would shrink to zero so that the ellipses would depend only on the measurement error.
Where bias is systematic, group methods of epicenter estimation, such as Joint Epicentre Determination (Douglas, 1967) , should be effective for estimating travel-time corrections with little error. By using such methods-or better, with the six-station network and the true Racha epicenters, analysis of variance-outliers are easier to identify, estimates of measurement error can be obtained, and the size and significance of the travel-time corrections determined. Myers and Schultz (2000) claim that one of the disadvantages of such methods is that they require the assumption "that station corrections are highly correlated for all events in the data set." The power of such methods is that statistical tests can be applied to determine whether the corrections are significant. With such tests the size of the area over which the corrections can be assumed to be constant can be estimated. Bolt (1970) reviews such analysis methods.
One of the main purposes of the Myers and Schultz (2000) study is to develop ways of estimating corrections for bias so that reliable epicenters can be estimated to make verification of the Comprehensive Test Ban effective. Should a possible violation of the treaty be detected there is provision for an on-site inspection (OSI): an international team will search the area around the epicenter of the suspicious disturbance to determine whether a nuclear test really took place.
The treaty states that "the area of an on-site-inspection shall be continuous and its size shall not exceed 1000 square kilometres. There shall be no linear distance greater than 50 km in any direction." For an OSI to be effective, it is essential for a seismic disturbance that is truly a nuclear explosion that the area of search covers the true epicenter. Were a suspicious disturbance to be detected in the Racha area by the six-station network of Myers and Schultz (2000) , the area of search would presumably be chosen to be an ellipse with orientation of those shown in Figure 1 but with an area of 1000 km 2 . Such an ellipse is shown in Figure 1c centered on the epicenter with the largest error (earthquake 10). The true epicenter of earthquake 10 (the origin) lies within the ellipse. The 1000 km 2 ellipses for the other 11 earthquakes also cover the origin. For these examples, the OSI search area for each source covers the true epicenter.
The simplest way, however, to estimate the coverage ellipse on any future seismic disturbance in the Racha area, is to correct for the offset between the center of the coverage ellipse with no corrections (Fig. 1a) and the origin (move 10 km east, 40 km south). An ellipse centered on the corrected position, estimated with an a priori variance of the measurement error should then be a measure of the accuracy of the estimate.
